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Sing for Fukushima 
 
In the vein of Kiyoshiro Imawani: rocker and singer after Chernobyl 
Anti-nuclear messages developed to be sung and resung 
Imawano and RC Succession offer remakes embedded with protest 
Warnings mashed with beats of ‘beware’ and ‘danger’ 
Backup melodies remind us catastrophes happen in seconds 
While Coma-chi and Rumi pitch vocals that we need to say ‘No’,  
Kazuyoshi Saito’s belts out lyrics that ‘it was always a lie’ 
Versus of political emergency by Rankin Taxi & Oki Dub Ainu 
A post-apocalyptic rhythm made up of images, words and movement  
Within the beats of the song, 
the tonkori strings, ritual storytelling, rap, reggae and rock 
Music that speaks to people and the world, 
that reminds us of what has happened in Tokhuku 
Music that compels us to sing for Fukushima 
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